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THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS provides a practical introduction to the structure
and function of the legal system from the perspective of the professional nonlawyer. While noting
our legal heritage, there is a strong emphasis on the nuts and bolts of basic legal rules that most
impact business today. This popular text effectively adapts a traditional case focus for the unique
needs of business students. Incorporating clear and concise coverage of a wide range of up-to-
date topics, the twelfth edition of this trusted text introduces key points of law through business-
specific examples and realistic scenarios that students can appreciate. The authors' readable
style complements their extensive knowledge of domestic and international business to make
the text a favorite among instructors and students alike. To complement this edition, CourseMate
and CengageNOW are available as online solutions to help engage and prepare students for
this course.

About the AuthorRoger Meiners is the Goolsby-Rosenthal Chair in the College of Business at
the University of Texas at Arlington, where he teaches Legal Environment of Business.Al Ringleb
is President of the Consortium of Universities for International Studies, Tippie College of
Business, University of Iowa.Frances L. Edwards is an Associate Professor of Legal Studies in
the College of Business and Behavioral Studies at Clemson University.
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Ed, “My review based on studying from this book. I studied from this textbook for my course and
wrote exams based on it. This was the first time I was learning a Law based subject. The cases
provided brought the theory and application to the forefront and made it easy to relate theory to
practice. The first few chapters were very good in helping the reader understand the architecture
of the US Courts of Justice, etc, and which courts have what kind of jurisdiction.This is one book
that would be good to keep if one can afford the price. The pages are smooth and text is easy to
read.Highly recommended.”

Shane and Ginger, “Great Book. This book is written in a clear format and well organized, it is
easy to follow. It is a huge component as to why I have been successful in my class.”

Nicole, “I saved over $200.. This order came very quickly and was exactly what I expected.”

redshirt, “It's a lot to cover, but this book does it well. This textbook covers a lot of material. I have
no basis for comparison but I felt the book did a great job of explaining things without much fluff.
The cases included were relevant to the chapter and trimmed down to highlight the information
that was really pertinent.”

Reba Brown, “Not terrible, but information overload for the nonlegal mind. Bought for class. Not
terrible, but information overload for the nonlegal mind.”

m. gingerich, “Four Stars. Rented. Water damage and highlighting. But it was cheaper than my
college bookstore by 30% so no real complaints.”

The book by Dustin Tahmahkera has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 133 people have provided
feedback.
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